R.I.G. Modules - Bathroom
Mikal Harrsen, 2018
The R.I.G. modules offer the perfect backdrop and enhance the use of materials. The modules
frame the essential elements of the bathroom: tailor-made units and basin in wood or marble,
mirrors, light bars and towel racks. Ideal for both wall and freestanding compositions. Thanks to
its ever changing nature and flexible structure, R.I.G. can furnish both domestic and office spaces.
DESCRIPTION
Modular bathroom system characterised by pure lines and an ultra-flexible design to organise storage spaces with a geometric layout for both domestic or work spaces. The different modules harmoniously blend the materials and their industrial, yet precious aestethic with functionality and
rigour.
Each module is specifically designed for bathroom as both wall and island compositions, with a
specific sink made in precious stones and dedicated containers.
Mirrors are designed with the same production method of the powder-coated solid steel frame and
complement the mirror, the light bar and the towel rod.
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Structure in epoxy-polyester powder-coated solid steel, black finish.
Feet and joints in brushed stainless steel.
Shelves in various materials: 12 mm thick stone (white Carrara marble, Greystone marble, Gris du
Marais marble, black Pietra d’Avola stone), black biplated CDF in Ecowood Xilo 2.0 wood veneer planked sand, Ecowood Xilo 2.0 planked grey, Ecowood Xilo 2.0 striped black, smoked oak, natural
oak.
Units in black CDF covered with panels of biplated CDF wood veneer Ecowood Xilo 2.0 planked
sand, Ecowood Xilo 2.0 planked grey, Ecowood Xilo 2.0 striped black, smoked oak, natural oak.
Front in 12mm thick stone (white Carrara marble, Greystone marble, Gris du Marais marble, black
Pietra d’Avola stone).
Modules: H.756 L.1100 / 550 D.500 / 600 mm.
“I designed the R.I.G. Modules bathroom variations to contribute with an aesthetic element in the
bathroom by bringing elegance to the rituals of this space of relax and revitalisation” M. Harrsen
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SALVATORI
Salvatori is an award-winning third-generation Italian design company specialising in natural stone.
Founded in 1946, it is renowned for its innovative and elegant products created in its Tuscan
headquarters just a few kilometres south of the famed Carrara marble quarries. From stunning
textures for walls and floors, to bathroom items and products for the home such as tables, lighting,
mirrors and decorative pieces, the Salvatori brand has become the global benchmark in the
“design meets natural stone” field.
Flagship showrooms: Milan, London, Zurich
salvatori.it
Partnership for exclusive use of Lithoverde® and textures for Boffi, De Padova and MA/U Studio
products.
PRODUCTS
Gris du Marais
Gris du Marais is a classic marble, characterised by its elegant dappled grey veining and warm,
almost brown, undertones. Exclusive to Salvatori, its low absorption rate makes it an ideal choice
for kitchens and bathrooms.
Pietra d’Avola
A rich chocolatey limestone, Pietra d’Avola is a dark, intense and elegant stone which can vary in
shade from greyish-brown to almost black. A hardwearing stone, it is ideal for interior usage and
high foot-traffic areas.
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